The normalization of a natural deduction proof of a closed existential formula gives a term t and a proof of A x [t~], This allows us to regard a proof as a program (Goad [9] [10] etc.). But it is not always necessary to completely normalize the given proof to obtain t. We analyze the situation by introducing the notions called minimal I-reduct, proper reduction etc.; in a word, we define the normal order of proof reduction and study its proof-theoretical property. Then, we present an experimental proofchecker-reducer system that actually uses those principles. In designing a proof-checker (or rather a proof description language), we focussed our attention on the readability of proofs. § 1. Introduction A theory in which if a closed existential formula BxA is provable, then A X \T\ is also provable for some closed term t is said to have ED (explicit definability property). So called constructive theories have ED, while classical ones do not have ED in general; e.g. Peano's arithmetic (PA) does not have ED (cf. Godel's Incompleteness Theorem).
computer. But its serious drawback lies in its inefficiency. The major reasons for this are:
(i) The data structure for representing proof trees is not appropriate for proof reduction.
(ii) It is not always necessary to normalize the given proof; fewer reduction steps are often enough to compute the answer (i.e. the term i).
(iii) The repertoire of induction rules is poor.
Goad [9] [10] is a comprehensive study of the subject, where he solved (i) by introducing what he called a p-term, (ii) by allowing to use an arbitrary Harrop formula as an axiom and (iii) by introducing the so-called recursive proofs.
In this paper, we study the problem (ii) above, especially relating it with the lambda calculus. Why this problem is important is that, as Goad argued, the most part of a proof is irrelevant for the computation i.e. for finding the answer. Then a question arises as to whether or not the irrelevant part can be automatically eliminated or left untouched when executing (or reducing) the proof. This paper answers the question positively.
In Section 2 of the paper, we reformulate NM of Prawitz. The formulation is affected by the formulae-as-types notion (de Brujin [3] , Howard [12] , Diller [6] , Martin-L6f [19] , Scott [24] , de Vrijer [26] ).
In Section 3, we introduce the notions called minimal I-reduct, proper reduction etc.; in other words, we define the normal order of proof reduction.
In Section 4, Harrop's theorem is proved in our framework. In Section 5, NJ is discussed. In Sections 6 and 7, some further topics are discussed very roughly (informally). In Section 6, the optimality of proof reduction is pointed out. In Section 7, we relate the proper reduction with the modified realization.
In Sections 8 and 9, we present an experimental proof-checker-reducer system based on the principles of Sections 1-7. In Section 8, our proof description language is presented, and in Section 9, the reducer of the system is explained.
In this paper, we assume that the readers have the fundamental knowledge of the classical lambda calculus (Curry and Feys [5] , Barendregt [1] ) and Prawitz' natural deduction systems. §2.
Minimal Systems
Here we reformulate the minimal logic NM of Prawitz, first for the pure predicate calculus and then for the first-order intuitionistic arithmetic i.e. Heyting's arithmetic HA.
Our formulation is similar to that of typed p-terms of Goad, but ours is more faithful to the original natural deduction (or is the natural deduction itself) and is also carefully designed so that the following arguments will work smoothly.
Minimal Predicate Calculus MFC
We assume that we are given the following sets of symbols:
© the countably infinite set of (individual) variables, O the set of n-ary function symbols, for each n^O, the set of n-ary predicate symbols, for each n^O.
Terms and formulas are constructed from these symbols with logical connectives in the usual manner. Terms are defined as follows: (Tl) If x is a variable, then x is a term. (T2) If / is an n-ary function symbol and t 1} •••, t n are terms, then fti~-t n is a term. Informally we write f(t 1} •••, t n ) when n^l. The informal notation f(t lf •••, t n } in (T2) is considered to be replaced by its formal counterpart fti'~t n in formal metamathematical arguments. In this paper, we often introduce such informal notations to help the understanding of the reader. In some cases, the most popular notation will be regarded as an informal notation. Now the definition of formulas is: (Fl) If P is an n-ary predicate symbol and ti, We use the usual round parentheses (,) for grouping terms or formulas, but remember they are another kind of informal notation. The order of precedenceThey may be indexed or have primes.
Free and bound occurrences of variables in a formula are defined as usual. Those formulas which only differ in their naming of bound variables are considered to be identical.
The notations for substitution: (SI) SsDQ denotes the result of substituting t for all the occurrences of x in s.
(S2) A x [f] denotes the result of substituting t for all the free occurrences of x in A, possibly with some changes of bound variables of A to avoid the variables of t being bound in A.
In order to define proofs of MFC, we assume that we have © a countably infinite set of symbols for each formula A, whose element is called an assumption of A, and for each A, B, C, x, t the following symbols: When n is a proof of A, A is called the end formula of n.
Free and bound (or open and closed) occurrences of assumptions in a proof are determined as follows : { i ) a is said to occur free in a itself.
(ii) In Vjnta2ij9S2, a free occurrence of a in 2i becomes bound by the occurrence of a immediately preceding 2i-(iii) In V^II^Si^Se, a free occurrence of $ in 22 becomes bound by the occurrence of $ immediately preceding 2 z-(iv) In C/aII, a free occurrence of a in n becomes bound by the occurrence of a immediately preceding n. (v) In 3#n>o:2, a free occurrence of a in 2, becomes bound by the occurrence of a immediately preceding 2-(vi) In the other cases, a free (or bound) occurrence of an assumption in a sub-proof remains free (or bound) in the whole proof. Free and bound occurrences of variables in a proof are determined as follows : ( i ) Those variables which occur free (or bound) in A are said to occur free (or bound) in a A or in a proof headed by A J A , (ii) Those variables which occur in t are said to occur free in VjnX 3/fIL (iii) In V/^II, a free occurrence of x in n becomes bound by the occurrence of x immediately preceding IL (iv) In 3 jB n>aS, a free occurrence of x in a or 2 becomes bound by the occurrence of x immediately preceding a. (v) In the other cases, a free (or bound) occurrence of a variable in a subproof remains free (or bound) in the whole proof.
Those proofs which only differ in their naming of bound assumptions (of the same formula) or of bound variables are considered to be identical. 
Reduction of MFC
The binary relation -»j (called the one-step reducibility) between proofs is defined as follows:
(R8) If n-^IT and II is a sub-proof (occurrence) of 2, then 2-»i2', where 2' is the result of replacing II by II' in 2--> is defined to be the reflexive, transitive closure of ->!.
The words redex, reduction, normal etc. are defined as in ^K-calculus (2fiK for short).
A redex (occurrence) of a proof is its sub-proof (occurrence) of the form that is one of the left hand sides of -> x in (R1)-(R7). Note that in MFC, a redex takes the form
EI-,
where E is an elimination symbol and / is an introduction symbol. We use A etc. to denote redexes.
A one-step reduction is identified with its corresponding redex, i. e. the redex which is reduced by (R1)-(R7) in that reduction. Thus we also use A etc. to denote one-step reductions.
A reduction is considered to be a sequence of one-step reductions, which in turn can be regarded as a sequence of redexes. (The earlier redex is written to the left.) We use a, r etc. to denote reductions, a : n-^IT denotes that a is a reduction from H to IT-II^IT means that a : II^IT for some a. a? is the composition (or concatenation) of a and r i. e. a reduction which first applies a and then T.
A proof is normal iff it has no redex. The position of a redex in a proof is identified with that of the left-most symbol of the redex.
Heyting's Arithmetic HA
HA is constructed from MFC by the following modifications. The function and predicate symbols represent computable (or say primitive recursive) arithmetical functions and predicates; they include © 0 as a 0-ary function symbol, representing the natural number 0, ® S as a unary function symbol, representing the successor function, © = as a binary predicate symbol, representing the equality predicate.
We always write s=t for =st.
For the time being, however, we restrict ourselves to the case that there are only two function symbols i.e. 0 and S.
The clauses ( n s=2
is called an 3-reduct of IL II is said to be 3-reducible if it has an 3-reduct. A minimal 3-reduct of n is an 3-reduct Ha of II such that for any 3-reduct S of II, there exists a: n a -*S i.e. n->n 3 
->S-
Since the strong normalization theorem holds in MFC (or HA), -> is a partial order between proofs. Reading -> as ^, the minimal 3-reduct of an existential proof is really the minimal element of all the 3-reducts of the proof ; in other words, it is the nearest 3-reduct to the original proof. We want to prove :
Every 3-reducible existential proof has a minimal 3-reduct.
To expose the meaning of the theorem, we first prove its counterpart in A proper reduction is said to be maximal if no further proper reduction is possible. A proper reduction ending in a /l-reduct is maximal. A maximal proper reduction from a /l-term is unique.
Usually a proper reduction is called call-by-name and it forms an initial segment of the so-called normal order or the head reduction. Every reduction is finite.
See Prawitz [22] [23], Jervell [13] or Troelstra [25] . We write ~A for ^4Z)_1_. Below, we will use the consistency of IPC. Although the proper reduction gives the minimal /-reduct with respect to ->, it is not optimal in the sense of reduction cost. Berry and Levy [2] and Levy [18] discuss the optimality of reduction for recursive schemata and for /l-terms respectively. Their arguments also apply to proof reduction. Let
The optimal /-reduct Ho of II is defined as an /-reduct of II s.t. III-^SIĤ I-KTEol for any /-reduct S of IL We can prove:
IIo is given by reducing II by a complete reduction of CJ P , where a p : II-> IIj is the proper reduction terminating in the minimal I-reduct Tli of TL>
Roughly speaking, <T P with the sharing mechanism, which is what Levy calls a complete reduction, gives IIo with the minimal cost. In general, Ho does not coincide with n/.
Usually a shared proper reduction is called call-by-need, § I. Modified Realization and Permutative Reduction
In this section, we fix the formal system to HA (of 2.3), except that we do not restrict the form of axioms.
The aim of this section is to observe what kind of reduction of realization corresponds to the proper reduction of a proof.
Modified Realization
We take the system of functional of finite type with direct product, which we temporarily name FT, for the modified realization. The type structure of FT is defined as: (rl) 0 is a type. (r2) If a, r are types, so are a->r and a XT. We use a, r etc. to denote types. We assume that -> and X are right-associative and X is stronger than ->.
The terms of each type are constructed by the application and the lambda abstraction by the usual manner. We list the set of constants below ; their type isjndicated to the right of them. We assume that there is a distinct constant for each appropriate type, if the indicated type is a schema of types. Because of (M7) and (M13), call-by-name (or proper) reductions of II do not correspond to call-by-name reductions of IT-But shared reductions (i.e. reductions with structure sharing) of a proof are naturally mapped to shared reductions of its modified realization. It is expected that the call-by-need proof reduction is mapped to the usual call-by-need reduction of FT, but it is false again for (M13). Observing the image of the call-by-need proof reduction under T , the following facts are found: ( i ) If s is of type 0, then the redex (Au.fis is reduced only if s is a numeral (i.e.
s=S---SO). When s is not a numeral, s is reduced before (2u.f)s is reduced to £ tt [s]. (ii) When if s then ti else t 2 is reduced, s is a numeral. (iii) When Rstrfi is reduced, s is a numeral.
(iv) When a term of type 0X0-is reduced, the result is of the form <s, £>. where s is a numeral. We may say in a word that the reduction is call-by-value for type 0 and callby-need for other types, ((tl) was for this.)
Restricting (Fl) to (i) above, we may prove the following theorem: II is ^-reducible iff Trill 1 " can be reduced to a numeral.
Permiitative Reduction
Without any restriction on (Fl), FT is stronger than HA in the following sense: there exists H[-3xA s.t. II is not 3-reducible, while 7r 1 n t reduces to a numeral.
It is for this fact that we need the permutative reduction and the immediate simplification of proofs. We only have to consider the permutative reduction of 3 E and the immediate simplification of 3 E for this purpose. Originally, they take the forms where E is an elimination symbol, and where a does not occur free in 2-But we interpret them more computationally as follows.
What is reduced is not just a proof, but a pair of a proof and an environment ; an environment is a list of strings of the form B E T[}ca. Now the (proper) reduction proceeds as before until we encounter 3 E . Then the proof must be of the form where EI, ••• , E n (n^O) are elimination symbols. We replace the whole proof by
and push 3 E YLxa at the top of the environment. Then the reduction proceeds for the above proof. When the proof becomes of the form
we search the environment for a or x. If B E TLxa is found in the environment, we reduce II. When we get the minimal /-reduct 3/fIT of n, we substitute t and IT for x and a in the original proof and the environment, delete 3 E xaJl from the environment, and reduce
£i-£nIT-or E^-Entot--.
To avoid the variable (or assumption) conflict, we may need to rename x or a when we push 3 E TLxa in the environment. Whenever the proof contains no free occurrence of a, we delete 3 E xaTi from the environment.
The above reduction is equivalent to (or in other words, simulates) the reduction of the modified realization. And it can be translated to a combination of the permutative reductions, the immediate simplifications and the other reductions in the following sense : if II reduces to IT with environment E, then II-^EII' with permutative reductions and immediate simplifications. §8. Proof Description Language
In this and next sections, we present our experimental proof -checker-reducer system based on the principles developed so far. The system is implemented by the author on VAX11 under VM/Unix (Kernighan and Mcllroy [14] ) at Computer Centre of University of Tokyo.
In this section, we explain the proof checker of the system. In designing the checker, we paid our attention on the readability of written proofs, since proofs constructed by the so-called interactive proof checkers such as FOL (Weyhrauch [27] [28]) tend to be unstructured sequences of commands like Assembler programs. This leads to the idea of proof description languages, which correspond to higher level programming languages like Algol, PL/I etc. The typical one is PL/CV (Constableand O'Donnel [4] ).
At the same time, we wanted to base the language on our formulation of natural deduction ( § 2 and § 5). Since symbols like Z)/, V E , V/ etc. have binding occurrences of assumptions or variables, it is natural to regard them as state-ment symbols, while other symbols may be operators for constructing expressions or proof-expressions. They have turned very natural and easy to write when we get used to them.
In the following explanations, means that the construct ••• of the language corresponds to the construct -of Section 2 or Section 5.
We will not give precise syntax of the language using BNF etc.
Primitive Symbols
We divide the ascii characters as follows:
other characters other graphic characters white characters space tab newline A name is a list of alphanumeric strings, which are separated by one or more white characters to one another. E. g.
Theorem 11 x this is a name.
Any string in a name should not coincide with a keyword. A name should not coincide with a number.
A number is a nonnegative integer expressed in the usual decimal notation. Names are used as variables, function symbols, predicate symbols, assumptions or labels (which will be introduced later).
A keyword is one of the following strings :
IF ANY CASE LEFT RIGHT SINCE LET CONTRADICTION IND BASE STEP A E FALSE ID SYM TR EQL EQ PREDICATE FUNCTION PREFIX POSTFIX INFIX REDUCE EVAL ATTACH
An operator is a string of other characters. There are special operators and declared operators. The special operators are
Declared operators are used as infix predicate symbols, postfix function symbols etc. etc.
Term and Formula
Terms are constructed from variables, function symbols and () and, in the usual manner. (Similarly for atomic formulas.) We use ' as a postfix function symbol representing the successor function; i.e.
(We must write [£']=SM, but we won't be so rigorous.) Numbers are regarded as numerals ; e. g.
Formulas are written as follows:
is a formula. Formulas^are grouped by [ ], not by ( ).
Proof-Expression
In our language, proofs headed by A/, A^z, etc. are written as proofexpressions. We use TT, a etc. to denote proof-expressions.
The difference from Section 2 or Section 5 is that the end formula of a proofexpression is not written explicitly as a superfix of a symbol, but is determined from the context. See 8.4 Proof -expressions are grouped by ( ). The checker of the system, using the arguments as above, checks whether the end formula of each part of the given proof is determined uniquely.
If TT is a proof-expression, 
IL
The end formula of a proof-clause is considered to be the end formula of its last proof-statement. Proof-statements in a proof-clause (or in the top-level) may have a label, by which they are referred to in the rest of the proof-clause (or in the succeeding inputs). A label is a name and is placed before a proofstatement separated by a period.
We now give an example. We prove that Socrates is mortal from the axioms that every man is mortal and that Socrates is a man. The first 3 lines declare symbols human, mortal and Socrates. The numbers in parentheses are the arities of the symbols. The proofs labeled Axiom 1 and Axiom 2 are empty (or null), so they are assumed as axioms.
Equality
-is an infix predicate symbol. Rules concerning = are not discussed in Section 2 or Section 5, but included here, because they are indispensable for actually writing proofs. They are summarized as follows:
lD\-t=t 8.6 . Examples Now, we begin arithmetic.
Successor is nontrivial.
A(x)~0=x' ; The outputs from the system are written in italics. The first line is a proof (or proof-statement) of 3=0|~3=0. The system replies by typing the formula proved. The third line invokes the reducer. It reduces the last proof and prints the result. In this case, its J-reduct is of the form |RIGHT TU i.e. V IR 7i, so the system printed the end formula of x, ~3-0. The proof to be reduced should be of a disjunctive formula or of an existential formula.
ATTACH
HA in Section 2 or Section 5 has only two function symbols, but in the actual system, we may have arbitrary function symbols and moreover we may attach a proof to them.
Theorem 4 in 8.6 is of the form To keep the system consistent, we require that / be unattached and that the proof attached to / be /-free. II is said to be /-free, if / does not occur in Mn a sub-proof of II of the form VjsJTf, 3/fET or vtU'xaU".
EVAL EVAL t ;
It just reduces (or evaluates) the term t by the evaluator which is a part of the reducer, and prints the value. E. g. EVAL P(2);
Reduction Procedure
The difference from Section 2 or Section 5 is that in a proof may occur function symbols, to which a proof may have been attached, and the additional symbols like ID, TR etc.
The principle of reduction is that terms in a proof are reduced (or evaluated) by call-by-value and other parts of a proof are reduced by call-by-need. More precisely, when
3/01
occur unsafe, the term t is reduced to a numeral at once. See 7.1.
The reduction of a term proceeds as follows. If t is a numeral, then it is returned. If t is a variable, then the reduction When ID, TR, etc. occur unsafe, the reduction fails.
To implement a complete structure sharing is very difficult and inefficient. In this system, call-by-need is implemented by the usual environment technique, augmented by the technique of lazy cons (Friedman and Wise [7] ). This means that if A /IIS is shared, II and 2 are also shared, i.e. they are reduced only once if ever reduced. Note that A/ corresponds to CONS of LISP.
Conclusion
Many of the concepts and the techniques of the (classical) lambda calculus can be applied directly to the natural deduction. This paper is one of such works. Further applications are expected to bear further results ; e. g. What is a /LT-proof ? What is a fixed point proof ? etc. etc.
The reducer is a small part of our system. The implementation of the reducer was very easy, once the theory had been established. We think that it is not a very difficult task to execute a constructive proof, or to extract a program from its existence proof.
The most difficult is to actually write proofs and input them to a machine. Theorem provers will help us, but they are not almighty; their computational limitation is obvious. After all, we people have to write most part of proofs. Thus what is needed is to design a neat language, which is easily readable as well as writable, and to use it and gain experiences through it. The knowledge obtained in the study of programming languages will be of much use.
Our system is very small, but is a model of larger systems, in which we can write long (and practical) proofs and execute them, if they are constructive.
